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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

Employing state-of-the-art technology made public in the wildly popular CSI TV series, Bio-Pro Research has 

developed its DIY forensics Urine Off “Find It–Treat It Kits”. Urine Off is made in the USA and is distributed in 

over 80 countries and is tested and certified for use on Boeing and Airbus aircraft, certified by the Carpet and Rug 

Institute, and is a USDA BioPreferred and USDA tested and certified BioBased product.      

The “Find It” step is Bio-Pro’s discreet wavelength “Urine Finder” that makes it easy to find and identify old and 

new urine deposits on all surfaces including tile, grout, stone, wood, clothing, upholstery, and carpets.   Bio-Pro’s 

“Urine Finder” is the miniaturized version of its ultra-high power professional ‘Urine Finder” used in healthcare, 

eldercare, hospitality, transportation, janitorial, and veterinary industries. 

The “Treat It” step utilizes Urine Off biotechnology which has become known as “Finally, Something That Actually 

Works!”  It even remediates old, set in stains and odors. The kit includes two dispensers, one for carpet and fabrics 

and a sprayer for hard surfaces.  

Urine Off’s superior performance earned it the title of the official ring cleaning product for Crufts, “The World’s 

Largest Dog Show” held in Birmingham, England.  Over 24,000 dogs compete at Cruft’s, many times the size of 

any other dog show in the world.  No longer does another dog “re-mark” a spot after being treated with Urine Off. 

With Urine Off’s edgy name, “The Name Says It All!”  Consumers don’t have to wonder what it does. The Kit is 

available in Cat, Dog, and Multi-Pet. 

Bio-Pro Research is a USA based research and development company founded in 2003 that concentrates on 

technologies, products, and methodologies for facilities maintenance and was honored as a top ten finalist for the 

Gulf Coast Technology Innovation Award in 2004, an award recognizing outstanding Florida technology 

companies. 

Bio-Pro Research CEO, Bill Hadley, was appointed a Faraday Partner in science and technology to the United 

Kingdom, and has lectured globally on bio-technology applications in environmental health and facilities 

maintenance.  
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